Real numbers such as Dedekind reals or (quotiented) Cauchy reals (as opposed to Bishop-style Cauchy reals) do not admit a procedure for observing information such as the rst digit of its decimal expansion, because, for example, there are no non-constant functions into observable types such as the booleans or the integers. We overcome this by considering real numbers equipped with additional structure, which we call a locator. With this structure, it is possible, for instance, to construct a signed-digit representation or a Cauchy sequence. Such constructions are reminiscent of computable analysis. However, instead of working with a notion of computability, we simply work constructively to extract observational information, by considering a certain locatedness structure on real numbers.
Introduction
Constructive analysis has an awkward relationship with discrete types such as the naturals and the booleans, where a type is discrete if it has decidable equality. On the one hand, the real numbers are constructed using discrete types, for example as a Cauchy completion of the rationals, or as Dedekind cuts of the rationals. And we o en represent approximations to real numbers by nite sequences of digits, which are discrete. On the other hand, we do not admit any principle which allows us to observe even one bit of information about arbitrary real numbers, such as via a non-constant map from the reals to the booleans, as this would break continuity principles. Hence, in general we are not able to generate digit expansions of real numbers, or indeed any observable data.
Usually, representations of real numbers are used to overcome this. e central idea of the paper is to instead equip real numbers with a simple structure called a locator. is structure is derived from one of the axioms for Dedekind reals. In contrast to Bishop style mathematics [ ], we work with the actual real numbers, without having to justify a choice of representions.
To understand locators, it is essential to understand the notions of property and structure. Univalent type theory (UTT) [ ] is a single language for both, in contrast to a foundational system such as set theory where the properties are given at the level of rst-order logic and the structures are given at the set level. For this reason, UTT is our motivating formal system, although we emphasize that our development can be carried out in any topos, including set theories.
We now illustrate the relationship between property and structure in UTT. A function f : A → B is surjective if every element of the codomain B is mapped to by an element of the domain A. But how should we express this property formally? One possibility is to follow the BHK interpretation by interpreting the existence of an element of the domain A by a Σ-type, and say that a proof of surjectivity of f should correspond to an element of where f a = B b is the identity type between f a and b, also wri en f a = b or Id B (f a, b).
In fact, an element of the above type gives rise to a map g : B → A that is right-inverse to f in the sense that b:B f (gb) = B b: elements of b:B a:A f a = B b correspond to elements of g:B→A b:B f (gb) = B b. In other words, we have accidentally formalised the statement that f is a retract rather than a surjection.
In UTT, this is resolved by truncating (made precise in De nition ) the Σ-type. whose elements do not in general give rise to a right inverse of f . e truncation of a type is a proposition, that is, all its elements (if any) are equal in the sense of identity types. One intuition behind truncations is that the choices that are exhibited by witnesses of Σ-types are anonymised by truncation. Witnesses of truncated types can in the rst instance only be observed by other propositions, as we'll make precise in De nition .
In the above example we have used truncations to accurately formalise the property of being surjective. Truncations are also useful to de ne the mathematical objects themselves. Given a function f : A → B, the image of f is the collection of elements b : B that are reached by f , that is, for which there is an element a : A such that f a = B b. e BHK interpretation would formalise this as
However, in fact this type is equivalent to the type A itself, and so it does not adequately represent the image of f .
Using truncations, we instead formalise the image of f as the collection of elements of B for which there exists a pre-image along f , that is, in UTT the image of f is formalised as:
noting that the inner Σ is truncated whereas the outer is not: we want to distinguish elements in the image of f , but we do not want to distinguish those elements based on a choice of pre-image in A.
De nition below states the requirements for a pair of subsets L, U ⊆ Q of the rationals to be a Dedekind cut. Locatedness, one of four requirements, is stated in terms of the logical connective ∨ de ned by
so that an element of X ∨ Y does not correspond to a choice of X or Y . We require truncation in order to avoid Dedekind cuts from occurring duplicated, with di erent choices of structure. How do we observe information from a real number? We start from additional data given by strengthening the locatedness axiom into the structure of a locator for x:
With +, a sum of types, this is a structure inhabited by a choice of disjuncts. is choice is not unique. For example, for x = 0, q = −1 and r = 1, we can choose q < x or x < r. We discuss intuition and basic theory of locators in Section . .
Many real numbers resulting from computations in constructive analysis can be equipped with locators. And locators can be used to observe data such as digit expansions. For example, there is a map x:R locator(x) → q,r:Q q < x < r that computes lower and upper bounds for any real number x equipped with a locator.
Although the technique of equipping numbers with locators can be applied to any archimedean ordered eld [ , De nition . . ] , for clarity and brevity we will work with the Dedekind reals R D (De nition ).
We investigate for which Dedekind reals we can nd locators. Since locators for x are structure rather than property (see e.g. Section . ), the type x:R D locator(x) of Dedekind reals equipped with locators is neither a subset of R D (as elements of R D may occur more than once), nor can we expect to be able to equip every Dedekind real with a locator (Section ). We can nd locators for rationals, e, π, and many other reals.
We show various data that can be observed using locators, including signed-digit representations. We show that certain theorems can be strengthened when the real numbers involved are equipped with locators, such as the intermediate-value theorem. We show how to li calculations on real numbers to real numbers equipped with locators.
UTT allows us to work mathematically, mixing the structure of Curry-Howard logic with the truth values of univalent logic (De nition ). For example, using the structure of a locator for a real number x, together with the property that bounds for x exist, that is ∃(q, r : Q).q < x < r, we can compute rational bounds for x, that is q,r:Q q < x < r, despite these bounds not being unique ( eorem ). We avoid working directly with representations or a notion of computability, although the work can be seen as an explanation of what data is captured by representations of real numbers. We try to show that the constructions with locators become closer to the usual practice of real analysis.
Preliminaries
We work in univalent type theory with a universe U, identity types wri en x = X y for x, y : X, a unit type 1 and an empty type 0. e work can also be interpreted in setoid-based mathematics or in a topos such as that of sets, as we will indicate in several places.
. Propositions
De nition . A proposition is a type P all whose elements are equal, which is expressed type-theoretically as isProp(P ) := p,q:P (p = P q).
We have the type Prop := P :U isProp(P ) of all propositions, and we con ate elements of Prop with their underlying type, that is, their rst projection.
In univalent type theory, it is assumed that every type has a propositional truncation.
De nition . e propositional truncation X of a type X is a proposition together with a truncation map | · | : X → X that satis es the elimination rule for propositional truncations:
e uniqueness of the vertical map follows from the fact that Q is a proposition, and function extensionality.
Propositional truncations can be de ned as higher-inductive types, or constructed via impredicative encodings assuming propositional resizing.
Univalent logic, the logic of propositions, is a generalisation of the logic of truth values in toposes, namely elements of the subobject classi er Ω. In toposes, the truncation X of an object X is the image of the unique map X → 1 to the terminal object. In setoid-based mathematics, the truncation of a setoid is given by the same underlying set of elements, but with the chaotic equivalence relation that relates all elements.
De nition . Univalent logic is de ned by the following, where P, Q : Prop and R : X → Prop [ , De nition . . ]:
Propositions are sets that have at most one element. e truncation of a set X is a set which has exactly one point if X has any number of elements: we think of X as { | ∃x ∈ X }. However, type-theoretically this would be a meaningless de nition as ∃ is in turn de ned in terms of · .
In setoid-based mathematics, X can be de ned as the setoid with the same underlying set of elements as X, but with a trivial equivalence relation that relates all elements. In toposes, X is the image of the unique map X → 1 to the terminal object. Note that toposes have Σ and Π as le and right adjoint to the pullback functor, and ∃(x : A).φ(x) is isomorphic to x:A φ(x) in any topos. De nition . We refer to types that are propositions as properties. We refer to types that potentially have several witnesses as structure. e claim "there exists an A satisfying B" is to be interpreted by ∃, and the claims "we can nd A satisfying B", "we have A satisfying B" and "we have A equipped with a B" are to be interpreted by Σ.
Example . If we want to say when a map f : X → Y is a surjection, we can choose to phrase this as y:Y x:X f x = y or as ∀(y : Y ).∃(x : X).f x = y. In fact, the former is incorrect, as from that structure, we obtain a map Y → X which is inverse to f : so we have de ned when a function is a section. e second de nition, by virtue of using the property ∃(x : X).f x = y, does not yield an inverse map.
Example . Suppose we want to state that we have a formula for computing roots of polynomials over a certain ring R. is statement should be formalised as f :
.f x = 0, as the la er exposes the existence as a truth value rather than as a witness.
Example . De nite Riemann integrals are de ned as the limit of a sequence:
e construction of the limit value, e.g. as in eorem , uses the modulus of uniform continuity of f as in De nition . However, since the integral value is independent of the choice of modulus, by eorem . of [ ] the existence (de ned constructively as in De nition ) of a modulus of uniform continuity su ces to compute the integral value.
Even though the elimination rule in De nition only constructs maps into propositions, we can sometimes obtain witnesses from existence.
Example . Let P : N → Prop be a decidable proposition, where decidability of P means that ∀(n : N).P (n) + ¬P (n). If ∃(n : N).P (n) then we can construct an element of n:N P (n).
is is eorem below.
. Dedekind reals
A Dedekind real is de ned by a pair of subsets L, U ⊆ Q of the rationals satisfying some axioms.
To phrase these axioms succinctly, we use the following notation for x = (L, U ).
is is justi ed by the fact that q ∈ L holds i i(q) < x, with i : Q → R D the canonical inclusion of the rationals into the Dedekind reals.
De nition . x = (L, U ) is a Dedekind cut or Dedekind real if it satis es the four Dedekind axioms:
. bounded: ∃(q : Q).q < x and ∃(r : Q).x < r.
. rounded: For all q, r : Q,
and
. transitive: (q < x) ∧ (x < r) ⇒ (q < r) for all q : Q.
e collection R D of cuts (L, U ) together with proofs of the four axioms is called the set of Dedekind reals.
One can equivalently de ne the Dedekind reals in terms of only the lower sets L ⊆ Q. In setoid-based mathematics, one would have to additionally de ne an equivalence relation on the Dedekind reals, by saying that two pairs of subsets
Locators
We have de ned the set of real numbers, and we can prove theorems in constructive analysis. We would like to print digits of certain computations in constructive analysis on the screen. However, we can't observe any discrete data about arbitrary real numbers.
In Brouwer intuitionism, a real-valued function f (x) which is de ned everywhere on a closed interval of the continuum is uniformly continuous on that interval [ , Section . . ] . For an appropriate subcategory T ⊆ Top, in the topos of sheaves Sh(T) on T, the statement that "every function on the Dedekind reals is continuous", expressed in the Mitchell-Bénabou language of a topos, holds [ , Section VI. ]. In the e ective topos, the statement that "every function on the Cauchy reals is continuous" holds [ , Section . . ] .
ere is a model of univalent type theory in which all functions 2 N → N are continuous [ , ] . It should also be the case in this model that all real-valued functions de ned on some closed interval are uniformly continuous on that interval, although this has to be veri ed.
e conclusion is that we do not wish to have any non-constant map from the reals to an observable type such as the booleans or the integers. Instead, we equip real numbers with extra structure.
Recall that
De nition . A locator for x : R D is a function f : q,r:Q q < r → (q < x) + (x < r). We denote by locator(x) the type of locators on x.
e HoTT book considers the truncation of this structure, that is, locator(x) is used in the proof of a theorem that, assuming countable choice or excluded middle, the Dedekind reals and the HoTT reals coincide [ , Section . ] .
Set-theoretically, one can see locators as
.
Basic theory of locators
Locators are evaluated by picking a pair of rationals with q < r. Given a locator f : locator(x), q, r : Q and z : q < r, we have the notation
leaving the choice of locator and the proof of q < r implicit, so that q < ? x r : (q < x) + (x < r). We will de ne predicates by testing if this element of a sum type is in the le summand or in the right summand, and so we de ne the predicates givesLower and givesUpper so that givesLower(q < ?
x r) : Prop holds if q < ? x r is in the le summand, that is, if the locator answered q < x, and similarly for givesUpper.
Remark. ere are no coherence conditions on locators, in the sense that if we have q < q < r, then givesLower(q < ?
x r) does not imply givesLower(q < ? x r).
Remark. givesLower and givesUpper are de ned identically to isLeft and isRight found in type theory. We rede ne them simply because of naming conventions. Lemma gives standard results for isLeft and isRight.
e following is proved by case analysis on q < ? x r.
Lemma . givesLower(q < ? x r) and givesUpper(q < ? x r) are decidable. Moreover:
Example . Let x be a Dedekind real equipped with a locator. Typically, we will want to prove that the locator gives certain answers. For example, in the following scenario, where we assume q < r < x, the locator must answer q < x, because x < r. In other words, we know that givesLower(q < ?
x r).
. Locators for rationals eorem . Suppose x : R D is a rational, or more precisely, that ∃(s : Q).(x = i(s)), where i : Q → R D is the canonical inclusion of the rationals into the Dedekind reals, then x has a locator.
We give two constructions, to emphasise that locators are not unique. We use trichotomy of the rationals, namely, for all a, b : Q,
In either case, since there is at most one rational s with x = i(s), we may assume s to be given.
First proof. Let q < r be arbitrary, then we want to give (q < s) + (s < r). By trichotomy of the rationals applied to q and s, we have
In the rst case q < s, we give q < s. In the second case q = s, we have s = q < r, so we answer s < r. In the third case, we have s < q < r, so we answer s < r.
Second proof. Let q < r be arbitrary, then we want to give (q < s) + (s < r). By trichotomy of the rationals applied to s and r, we have
In the rst case s < r, we give s < r. In the second case s = r, we have q < r = s, so we answer q < s. In the third case, we have q < r = s, so we answer q < s.
In the case that q < s < r, the rst construction has givesUpper(q < ? s r), whereas the second construction has givesLower(q < ? s r).
Example (Locator for ). Given a pair q < r of rationals, the rst proof gives q < 0 if q is indeed negative, and 0 < r otherwise. e second proof gives 0 < r if r is indeed positive, and q < 0 otherwise. Note that these locators disagree when q < 0 < r.
eorem . If x and y have locators, then so do −x, x + y, x · y, x −1 (assuming x # 0), min(x, y) and max(x, y).
We prove the above using the following lemma.
Lemma . If x is equipped with a locator, then for any ε : Q + we can nd u, v : Q with u < x < v and v − u < ε.
Proof. Take n : N + with 2 n < ε. e construction of a bounder in eorem yields k, l : Z with k < x < l and l − k ≤ 4. Consider the equidistant interpolation
For some i, which we can nd by a nite search, we have givesLower (k + i−1
n ), and so we can give u = i−1
n . e following proof is central to the paper.
Proof of eorem .
roughout this proof, we assume x and y to be equipped with locators, and q < r to be rationals.
We construct a locator for −x. We can give (q < −x) + (−x < r) by considering −r < ? x −q. We construct a locator for x + y. We need to show (q < x + y) + (x + y < r). Now q < x + y i there exists s : Q with q − s < x and s < y, and x + y < r i there exists t : Q with x < r − t and y < t. Set ε := (r − q)/2, such that q + ε = r − ε. By Lemma we can nd u, v : Q such that u < x < v and v − u < ε, so in particular x < u + ε. Set s := q − u, so that q − s < x, and consider s < ? y s + ε. If s < y, we answer q < x + y. If y < s + ε, we have x < q − s + ε = r − s − ε, that is, we can set t := s + ε to show x + y < r.
We construct a locator for xy. We need to show (q < xy) + (xy < r). Now q < xy means:
Similarly, xy < r means:
Set ε := r − q. By Lemma we can nd e < x < f and g < y < h with e, f, g, h : Q and f − e < 1 and h − g < 1. Set z := max{|e|, |f |, |g|, |h|}, noting that z > 0, and de ne δ := ε 2z . Find a < x < b and c < y < d such that b − a < δ and d − c < δ. en max{ac, ad, bc, bd} − min{ac, ad, bc, bd} < ε. One of q < min{ac, ad, bc, bd} and max{ac, ad, bc, bd} < r must be true, and hence we can answer (q < xy) + (xy < r) by considering cases.
We construct a locator for x −1 . Consider the case that x > 0. Given q < r, we need to (q < x −1 ) + (x −1 < r), or equivalently (qx < 1) + (1 < rx). By the previous case, qx and rx have locators, and so by eorem we can nd s : Q with qx < s < rx. If s ≤ 1 then we give q < x −1 , and if s > 1 then we give x −1 < r.
We construct a locator for min(x, y). We consider both q < ? x r and q < ? y r. If we obtain x < r or y < r, we can answer min(x, y) < r. Otherwise, we have both q < x and q < y, so we can answer q < min(x, y).
We construct a locator for max(x, y). We consider both q < ? x r and q < ? y r. If we obtain q < x or q < y, we can answer q < max(x, y). Otherwise, we have both x < r and y < r, so we can answer max(x, y) < r.
. Locators for limits
We write Q + for the set of positive rationals.
De nition . If (x i ) i , regarded as a function x · : N → R D , is a sequence of Dedekind reals, then a a modulus of Cauchy convergence is a map M : Q + → N such that eorem . Given a sequence (x i ) i of Dedekind reals with modulus of Cauchy convergence M , the value l x,M is a Dedekind real, where:
Proof. Inhabitedness and roundedness of l x,M are straightforward. For transitivity, suppose q < l x,M < r, then we wish to show q < r. ere exist ε, θ, ε , θ : Q + with q + ε + θ < x M (ε) and x M (ε ) < r − ε − θ . Now x M (ε) − x M (ε ) ≤ max(ε, ε ), so either q + θ < x M (ε ) or x M (ε) < r − θ, and in either case q < r.
For locatedness, suppose q < r. Set ε := r−q 5 , so that q + 2ε < r − 2ε. By locatedness of x ε , we have (q + 2ε < x ε ) ∨ (x ε < r − 2ε), hence (q < l x,M ) ∨ (l x,M < r).
In the same sense that real numbers can be equipped with di erent locators, Cauchy convergence of sequences can be considered structure. But the value l x,M above is independent of the modulus.
eorem . Given a sequence (x i ) i , if there exists a modulus of Cauchy convergence M , we can construct a limit lim n→∞ x n .
Proof.
e construction of l x,M above is constant in M . at is, for di erent moduli M, M it gives the same element of R D . Hence, by eorem . of [ ], the construction factors through the truncation of the type of moduli of Cauchy convergence.
eorem . Any sequence (x i ) i of Dedekind reals, for which there exists a modulus of Cauchy convergence M , converges to its limit lim n→∞ x n as de ned in eorem in the usual sense that ∀(ε : Q + ).∃(N : N).∀(n ≥ N ). |x n − l| ≤ ε.
Proof. Since we are showing a proposition, we may assume to be given a modulus of Cauchy convergence M . Take ε : Q + , set N := M (ε), and let n ≥ N . We need to show |x n − lim n→∞ x n | ≤ ε, or equivalently, −ε ≤ x n − lim n→∞ x n ≤ ε. Suppose that ε < x n − lim n→∞ x n , or equivalently, lim n→∞ x n < x n − ε.
ere exist ε , θ : Q + with x M (ε ) < x n − ε − ε − θ , or equivalently, ε + ε + θ < x n − x M (ε ) , which contradicts M being a modulus of Cauchy convergence, proving x n −lim n→∞ x n ≤ ε. We can similarly show −ε ≤ x n −lim n→∞ x n .
Example
(Exponential function). We can de ne the exponential function exp :
We obtain the existence of a modulus of Cauchy convergence by boundedness of x.
Lemma . Suppose (x i ) i has modulus of Cauchy convergence M , then for all ε : Q + :
, contradicting that M is a modulus of Cauchy convergence.
−ε ≤ x M (ε) − lim n→∞ x n can be shown similarly.
eorem . Suppose (x i ) i has modulus of Cauchy convergence M , and suppose that every value in the sequence (x i ) i comes equipped with a locator, that is, suppose we have an element of n:N locator (x n ) . en we have a locator for lim n→∞ x n .
Proof. Let q < r be arbitrary rationals. We need (q < lim n→∞ x n ) + (lim n→∞ x n < r). Set ε := r−q 5 so that q + 2ε < r − 2ε. We consider x M (ε) by doing case analysis on q + 2ε < ?
r − 2ε. If q + 2ε < x M (ε) then we can answer q < lim n→∞ x n . If x M (ε) < r − 2ε then we can answer lim n→∞ x n < r.
(Locators for exponentials). If x has a locator, then exp(x) = ∞ k=0
x k k! (of Example ) does, too. We can obtain a modulus of convergence of exp(x) using eorem .
Example . Many constants such as π and e have locators, which can be found by examining their construction as limits of sequences.
As we'll make precise in eorem , the theorems above cover all cases.
Structure from property
Even though the elimination rule in De nition only constructs maps into propositions, we can use elements of propositional truncations to obtain witnesses of non-truncated types -in other words, we can sometimes obtain structure from property.
eorem (Escardó [ ]).
Let P : N → Prop be a decidable proposition, where decidability of P means that ∀(n : N).P (n) + ¬P (n). If ∃(n : N).P (n) then we can construct an element of n:N P (n).
Proof. De ne the type of least numbers satisfying P as n:N P (n) × minimal(n, P ), where minimal(n, P ) := ∀(k : N).k ≤ n ⇒ P (k) ⇒ n = k expresses that n is minimal with respect to P , and observe that n:N P (n) × minimal(n, P ) is a proposition. We have
by a bounded search: given a natural number n that satis es P , we can nd the least natural number satisfying P , by searching up to n. Using the elimination rule for propositional truncations, we obtain the dashed vertical map in the following diagram.
e vertical composition is the required result.
Remark. In general, we don't have X → X for all types X, as this contradicts univalence, and excluded middle follows. But for some X, we do have X → X, namely when X has a constant endomap. [ ]
. Bounders from locators
Example . We'd like to print digits for numbers equipped with locators, such as π. Such a digit expansion gives rise to rational bounds of the number in question: if a digit expansion of π starts with 3.1 . . ., then we have the bounds 3.0 < π < 3.3.
Various later constructions are based on us being able to rst obtain rational bounds. Perhaps surprisingly, we can get bounds from the locator alone.
Recall that x = (L, U ) is bounded if ∃(q : Q).q < x and ∃(r : Q).x < r.
eorem . Given a Dedekind real x : R D equipped with a locator, we get a bounder for x, that is, we can nd q, r : Q with q < x < r.
A central technique of our work is the observation that eorem also works for any predicate over a set that is equivalent to N.
Proof. We construct q < x by nding k : Z with k < x. We use eorem by enumerating Z as 0, 1, −1, 2, −2, 3, . . .. We de ne the predicate P (k) := givesLower(k < ?
x k + 1). It su ces to show the existence of some k : Z with P (k ), as P (k) ⇒ (k < x).
From the boundedness of x, we get the existence of a rational q < x. We set k := q − 1 so that k + 1 ≤ q < x, and so necessarily givesLower(k < ?
x k + 1) since x < k + 1. By symmetry, we can also construct upper bounds.
We emphasise that even though we can't decide q < x in general, we can decide what the locator tells us, and this is what is exploited in our development. Given a real x with a locator, the above construction of a lower bound searches for an integer k for which the locator answers k < x. Note that this may not be equal to the greatest integer below x: for example, for x = 1 2 , we may obtain the bound −1, even though 0 < 1 2 . Remark. e above proof does a brute force search for an integer k such that the chosen locator for x gives the required answer. ere are a number of options for improving the e ciency of this algorithm:
e enumeration of the integers, may be replaced with an enumeration that hits bigger numbers earlier. For example, one may de ne
n= k+ the least nonnegative integer not yet in the enumeration n= k+ the greatest negative integer not yet in the enumeration n= k+ of which an initial segment is:
is is indeed a bijective enumeration of the integers, and nds bounds for large real numbers exponentially faster than the obvious enumeration.
One may consider an enumeration of the integers that grows even more quickly, such a double exponential growth. e optimal enumeration depends on the chosen representation of the underlying sets of numbers N and Z.
. In fact, in the previous construction, the cases for n = 4k + 2 and n = 4k + 3 are super uous, as we can always nd a bound of the form ±2 k+1 . However, in that case the proof is no longer a consequence of eorem .
. More practically, eorem shows that we may as well additionally equip bounds to reals that already have locators. en, any later constructions that use rational bounds can simply use this equipped bounder. is is essentially the approach of interval arithmetic with open nondegenerate intervals.
. Archimedean structure e set of Dedekind reals satis es the archimedean property, which can be succinctly stated as the claim that for all x, y : R D , x < y ⇒ ∃(q : Q).x < q < y.
eorem . If x and y are reals equipped with locators, then we have the archimedean structure x < y → q:Q x < q < y.
Alternative proof of eorem . Apply the archimedean structure to x − 1 < x resp. x < x + 1.
eorem . Given a Dedekind real x : R D equipped with a locator, we get a rounder for x, that is, for all q, r : Q, we have:
Proof. Note we can show the implication q :Q (q < q ) × (q < x) → q < x using the fact that x satis es the roundedness axiom in De nition . e other direction
follows from the archimedean structure of eorem and the fact that we have locators for rationals, as in eorem .
Proof of eorem . Let x and y be reals equipped with locators. By applying the archimedean property twice, there exist q : Q and ε : Q + with x < q − ε < q + ε < y.
Take any enumeration of Q × Q + . For a given pair (q , ε ) : Q × Q + , the following predicate is decidable:
If P (q , ε ) then x < q < y. But necessarily P (q, ε), and hence by eorem we can nd (q , ε ) with P (q , ε ).
By making changes as in the remark below eorem we can obtain more e cient search strategies.
. Printing digits
We want to generate digits of a real with a locator. For convenience we work in base .
eorem . For any x equipped with a locator, for any precision n : N, we can nd k :
Proof. Apply eorem to x < x + 1 2 n to obtain x < q < x + 1 2 n . Now set k := q · 2 n . en
Reals with locators have n-digit approximations in the following sense.
Corollary . For any x equipped with a locator, for any precision n : N, we can nd k : Z such that e example shows that it is not clear how to nd m : Z and sequence of digits (a i ) i≥1 , a i ∈ { 0, 1 }, with
In fact, Brouwer [ ] and Turing [ ] encountered similar problems with decimal expansions in their work. A common solution in constructive analysis is to instead consider signed digit representations.
De nition . A signed binary representation for x : R D is given by m : Z and a sequence (a i ) i≥1 , a i ∈ {1, 0, 1 }, with1 := −1, such that
Example . e number π may be given by a signed-decimal expansion as 3.1415 . . ., or as 4.8615 . . ., or as 3.2585 . . ..
eorem .
If a real number has a locator i it has a signed binary representation.
Proof. If a real number has a signed binary representation, then it is the limit of a sequence of rational numbers, and so by eorem it has a locator.
If a real number has a locator, then by eorem we can nd a sequence k 0 , k 1 , . . . of integers such that for all n, we have x ∈ kn−1 2 n , kn+1 2 n . Note that necessarily
Hence, for all n, we can choose a n+1 ∈ {1, 0, 1 } such that k n+1 = 2k n + a n+1 . Now m := k 0 and (a i ) i≥1 are a signed binary expansion of x.
us, locators and signed digit representations are interde nable. However, the thesis of this work is that it is more convenient to work with locators, rather than with representations, because their de nition is closer to the de nition of real numbers. In this paper we try to show that the constructions with locators become closer to the usual practice of real analysis.
Constructive analysis with locators
De nition . f : R D → R D li s locators if it comes equipped with a method for constructing a locator for f (x) from a locator for x.
Another way to say this is that f li s locators i we can nd the top edge in the diagram
. "Li ing locators" itself is structure.
Example . e exponential function exp(x) = ∞ k=0
x k k! of Examples and li s locators.
f is pointwise continuous if it is continuous at all x : R D .
De nition . A modulus of uniform continuity for f on [a, b] , with a, b : R D , is a map ω : Q + → Q + with: f a + k · b − a n which has a locator.
Remark. Integrals, as elements of R D , can be de ned given only the existence of a modulus of uniform continuity. To get a locator, we use the modulus of uniform continuity to nd a modulus of Cauchy convergence.
Example .
8 0 sin(x + exp(x)) dx has a locator (where sin is de ned, and shown to li locators, in a way similar to exp). Mahboubi et al. [ , Section . ] have formally veri ed approximations of this integral, and our work gives a possible alternative method to do so. is integral is o en incorrectly approximated by computer algebra systems.
. Intermediate value theorems eorem . Suppose f is pointwise continuous on [a, b] and f (a) < 0 < f (b). en for every ε : Q + we can nd x : R D with |f (x)| < ε. If f li s locators, and a and b have a locator, then x has a locator.
e rst claim is shown as in Frank [ ]:
n with x de ned as the limit of (c n ) n , which converges since a n ≤ c n ≤ b n and b n − a n = (b − a)/2 n−1 . Assuming f li s locators, and a and b have a locator, then all c n have locators, and we can nd a modulus of Cauchy convergence.
De nition . f : R D → R D is locally nonconstant if for all x < y and t : R D , there exists z : R D with x < z < y and f (z) # t, where
Lemma . Suppose f is a pointwise continuous function, and x, y and t are real numbers with locators. Further suppose that f is locally nonconstant, and li s locators. en we can nd r : Q with x < r < y and f (r) # t.
Proof. Since f is locally nonconstant, there exist z : R D and ε : Q + with |f (z) − t| > ε. Since f is continuous at z, there exists q : Q with |f (q) − t| > ε/2. Since Q + and Q are denumerable, we can nd r : Q such that there exists η : Q + with |f (r) − t| > η. In particular r satis es
eorem . Suppose f is a pointwise continuous function, and a < b are real numbers with locators. Further suppose that f is locally nonconstant, and li s locators, with f (a) ≤ 0 ≤ f (b).
en we can nd a root of f .
Proof. We de ne sequences (a n ) n and (b n ) n with a n < a n+1 < b n+1 < b n , with f (a n ) ≤ 0 ≤ f (b n ), with b n − a n ≤ 2 3
n , and such that all a n and b n have locators. Set a 0 = a, b 0 = b.
Suppose a n and b n are de ned, and use Lemma to nd q n with 2an+bn 3 < q n < an+2bn 3 and f (q n ) # 0.
• If f (q n ) > 0, then set a n+1 := 2an+bn 3
and b n+1 := q n .
• If f (q n ) < 0, then set a n+1 := q n and b n+1 := an+2bn 3 .
e sequences converge to a number x. For any ε, we have |f (x)| ≤ ε, hence f (x) = 0.
Example . e function exp is strictly increasing, and hence locally nonconstant. So if y > 0 has a locator, then exp(x) = y has a solution x with a locator. 
Logical axioms in constructive analysis
De nition . e Cauchy reals R C is the set of rational sequences equipped with a modulus of Cauchy convergence, quotiented by a relation that relates ((x n ) n , M ) and ((y n ) n , N ) if ∀(ε : Q + ). x M (ε) − y N (ε) ≤ 2ε.
We emphasise that locator(x) is not equivalent to the boundedness axiom of De nition .
eorem . e following are equivalent for x : R D :
. locator(x) , that is, there exists a locator for x.
. ere exists a signed-digit representation of x.
. x is the limit of a Cauchy sequence of rationals.
. x is in the image of the canonical inclusion of the Cauchy reals into the Dedekind reals.
Proof. Items . and . are equivalent by eorem . Item . implies . since a signed-digit representation gives rise to a sequence with a modulus of Cauchy convergence. Item . implies
. because a sequence of rational numbers with modulus of Cauchy convergence has a locator by eorems and .
In other words, we can't expect to be able to equip every Dedekind real with a locator, as this would certainly imply that the Cauchy reals and the Dedekind reals coincide, which is not true in general [ ].
Corollary . e following are equivalent:
. Every real has a signed-digit representation.
. e Cauchy reals and the Dedekind reals coincide.
Corollary . If, for every Dedekind real x, there exists a signed-digit expansion, then the Cauchy reals and the Dedekind reals coincide.
R C and R D do not coincide in general, but they do assuming excluded middle or countable choice. We are not aware of a classical axiom that is equivalent with the coincidence of R C and R D .
Closing remarks
We have paid a ention to the di erence between property and structure while de ning the real numbers and other foundations of constructive analysis. We have equipped the reals with a natural structure, rather than a choice of representations, to observe information about real numbers, such as signed-digit expansions.
e constructions and results remind of computable analysis. But our development is orthogonal to computability: even reals that are not computable in some semantics can have locators, for example in the presence of excluded middle, in which case all reals have locators.
e development does not rely on a choice of representations for real numbers, although we have shown how to nd Cauchy sequences, and we can similarly obtain a sequence of nested intervals for a real with a locator. e work lends itself to being formalised, in systems such as Agda or Coq, for the sake of automatically obtaining algorithms from proofs. But we may worry that the proofs we provided are not su ciently e cient for useful calculations, and we intend to address this important issue in future work.
Our work allows to obtain signed-digit representations of integrals. ese results are based on backwards error propagation, essentially due to our notion of li ing locators. e advantage of this is that we are guaranteed to be able to nd results. However, forward error propagation, as in Mahboubi et al. [ ], may be more e cient. It would be interesting to nd an approach in which the naturalness of locators can be combined with forward error propagation.
Another possible future direction is to nd a more general notion of locator that applies to more general spaces, such as the complex plane or function spaces. is could then be a framework for observing information about di erential equations.
